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INTRODUCTION

to meet the learner’s need for suitable skills to learn with
digital learning

skills in school curricula challenges designers of educational

is the study of literacy, both in its traditional and new forms

interaction of learners with

BACKGROUND

Both in school and society, the skill to comprehend and

since long been a vital skill for functioning adequately in

An Emerging Plural Notion of Literacy

literacy as a broad range of information processing skills in

“Using printed and written information to function in 
society,to achieve one’s goal and to develop one’s knowledge 
and potential.”

However, traditional literacy is increasinglyevolving into
a new, plural literacy that refers to making sense of meaning-
ful content inmorecomplexand technological environments

communication technologies has a cultural backlash that

-
ary discourse.”

While primary discourse pertains to infant face-to-face

and others), secondary discourse develops through contact
-

ondary literacy is in itself a plural concept: a multitude of
social institutions and commitments to public life invade an

“The existence of multiple literacies, none more valid than the 

be neither neutral nor universal, since all literacy includes
social and cultural conventions that shape a particular type

traditional literacy and claims a unique position in today’s

not only be a means of communication, but also a way of

educational software has to underpin this recent position of

nature of skills necessary to take full advantage of today’s
-

quisition of new reading and writing skills is indispensable,

supposes an active intervention in a social and cultural con-

a group of skills that make it possible for an individual to
understand and use visuals for intentional communication
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During the last decade, a wide array of “literacies”
relating to information and communication technologies

electronic literacy (Maylath, 1993), multimedia literacy

communication is now a central feature of technological
environments, clearly depending on both “traditional” and

practices with the texts of traditional and new communication 
technologies via spoken language, print and multimedia.”

The overarching notion “information literacy” denotes
the ability to access, retrieve, manage, and use information

computer sciences and, more generally, the use of ICT in a
wide array of domains broadened its meaning into library
skills, computer skills, thinking skills, and critical reading

Media literacy pertains to communication through and

track of position in electronic media, while “criss-crossing

digital literacy as follows:

“(…) the ability to understand and use information in multiple 
format from a wide range of sources when it is presented 
via computers.”

Computer literacy is the ability to integrate information

(e-mail reading skills) and multimedia literacy (technical
multimedia skills) arebuildingblocksofmoregeneral “com-

Whencomparingdifferent “literacies”, twoobservations

processing of information are attributed to media literacy
-

mation (computer literacy) and technical skills (electronic
and multimedia literacy) have to be critically evaluated by

and visual literacy, none of the newer forms of literacy can

meaning for users through similar basic mechanisms as

implicit messages, ideological content or even idiosyncratic

the other hand, the study of ICT related literacies informs
software designers of problems encountered by learners

Current Research Questions

-

-

Before any application of theoretical insights, a primary
research question has to pertain to the relationship between
“operational skills” (searching, clicking, and/or dragging
screenanduser interfaceobjects)andcontentcomprehension

by the mastery of operational skills?
Moreover, information can be represented through text,

symbol systems in educational software alter the typical lin-
ear end-user interaction with the computer screen interface?
The most common pattern of software use is sequencing
interface screen after interface screen in a so-called linear

addresses conditions that facilitate “switching content” in

platform can for example be organized in an adventure game
with hyperlinks, combined with an illustrated encyclopaedia
supporting the game with textual and verbal background

between switching content and retrieving or remembering

of information or does it on the contrary support memory?
rd and 4th graders using a multimedia

revealed end-users to anticipate crucial events: they look
for objects in the interface screens that most probably will

to audio-visual events in interface screens steadily fade,
while searching, clicking, and/or dragging objects become
increasingly well-considered throughout the user-interface

-

Multimedia literacy skills are effortlessly acquired on the

visual literacy seems narrowed to multimedia skills, like
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